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Vol. 67 Issue 103

Course requirements are discussed
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter

Students starting at the University in fall 1966
could be required to take a course on American
cultural diversity, if a new committee's suggestions are enacted.
Developing a University-wide required course
was one of the suggestions of the Minority Task
Force appointed by University President Paul
Olscamp in 1963. The new committee, chaired by
Ernest Champion, assistant chair/associate professor of the ethnic studies program, met for the
first time last Friday with Eloise Clark, vice
president for academic affairs.
"With America being a pluralistic society,
there's a need for our students to have gained
understanding of the cultural diversity that is our

heritage," Champion said. "A better knowledge
of our diverse culture will be a stepping stone and
bridge to the understanding of other cultures."
He said the committee wul not deal with foreign
languages or other cultures as part of the course
curriculum. "We are dealing with the cultural
diversity in the American experience," he
stressed.
NO OTHER Ohio colleges have a similar required course at the present time. Champion said,
the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis and
Brooklyn College in New York are considering
requiring such a course at their colleges.
"it's a very progressive step. It can only benefit
the students and the University," Champion said.
He said California teachers are required to take
a class on American cultural diversity in order to

get their teaching certificates.
"Demographic figures indicate that by the year
2000, the racial composition in America is going to
change quite drastically," he said, adding that a
television network recently called this "the
browning of America."
Faculty, staff and students may offer written
suggestions to the committee by the end of this
semester via members of the Ethnic Studies
office, 117 Shatzel. Persons interested in appearing before the committee should contact Champion at 372-2796.
The other nine appointed members of the committee are:
• Rolando Andrade, associate professor, ethnic
studies;
• Winifred Stone, associate dean of graduate
admissions and associate professor, ethnic stud-

ies;

• Paul Haas, economics professor, director of the
Honors Program, Center for Educational Options;
• David Roller, history professor:
• Edward Morgan, associate professor, gerontol•Jafran Jones, chair of music composition history, College of Musical Arts;
• Alice Helm-Calderonello, associate professor,
English:
• Beth Casey, ex-officio; director of Center for
Educational Options;
• Conrad Pritscher, foundation and inquiry professor, College of Education.
The group expects to submit a report to the
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences by the end
of fall 1965, Champion said.

Candidates listed
by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

The following is an edited list
of people running for Undergraduate Student Government.

** H™'*™ Cton

Study hall?
Joe Borenstein. senior broadcast journalism major, finds the nearly
emptied Journalism School lounge to be a quiet place to study between

classes. The transient J-School will be officially opened in West Hall
on Monday according to an office spokesperson.
I

Program merger approved
by Benjamin Marrlaon
news editor

The University's School of
Mass Communication came one
step closer to reality when the
Business Administration's College Executive Committee approved the merger of the School
of Journalism and the radio-TVfilm program yesterday.
Raymond Barker, chair of the
committee, said the committee
"voted in favor of the proposal
mainly because the School of
Journalism belongs in Mass
Communication - not in business."
The only thing the College of
Business will lose by the merger
is the operating funds that the
school receives.
John Huffman, director of the
School of Journalism, said this
has little if any effect on the

college. "They don't even get
the money anyway," Huffman
said.
A hearing was held last week
by the College of Arts and Sciences (CAS) for discussion of
these proposals. The hearing is
required in the Academic Charter, according to Stephen Vessey, CAS council chair.
HUFFMAN TOLD those attending the hearing that there
were many reasons why the
merger should occur. Among
the reasons he cited were teaching similar or identical courses,
sharing a common goal, and
having identical equipment and
equipment needs.
He also noted that the two
specialized areas would occupy
the same building - West HaU.
The next step to be taken is

with the Arts and Sciences Council (ASC).
ASC met Thursday but could
not vote on a formal recommendation because it's advertising
for a hearing held last week.
The advertising stipulated
that written recommendations
and/or criticisms of the merger
could be submitted through Friday, April 5.
''At this point, it (the merger)
will probably be approved,"
Vesseysaid.
ASC will not only have to vote
on the merger but three other
proposals, in addition.
Those proposals include: the
transferring of the communication disorders program from the
CAS to the College of Health and
Community Services; the establishment of a department of
theater in CAS; and the establishment of a department of

and public comiication(IPCO)inCAS.
Huffman was confident that
the new school will be formed.
"It will eventually receive passage," he said. "The merits of
the proposals are so apparent
that people would have difficulty
making a logical case against
it."
But he does admit there will
be a few problems along the
way. "There are always those
who oppose change just because
it is change," Huffman said.
For any of the proposals to
materialize, the Undergraduate
Council must give its approval.
If and when this approval is
given, it will be presented to the
Faculty Senate who - if approved - will send it to the University Board of Trustees.

Wendy Barnbart, sophomore
restaurant management major,
rep-at-large of USG and 83-84
secretary of Mac Quad Council.
Barnhart would like to see more
student involvement in USG and
institute a monthly "Rap With
Your Rep" session.
Tim Brown, junior administration major. USG member
who introduced the resolution on
the drinking and driving bill.
Brown would like to target a
campaign at freshmen to explain USG's function and "let
constituents know we exist."
Jason Croakwrigbi, junior
marketing selling and sales major, is on the inter-fraternal
membership development council and the ski team. "I'd like to
see a more formal attitude about
meetings ... and get things
done."
David Dean, junior selling
and sales managment major, is
the Sigma Chi advertising chairman tor the fraternity's philanthropy fund. "I'd like to see
students know more about what
is happening in USG ... form
better ties between the students
and the faculty."
Kurt Hawley, sophomore
management information systems major, is a social chairman for Semper Fldelis Society
and a rush chairman for Sigma
Chi. "I'd like to increase communication between students
and USG and increase control
over the administration."
Leslie James, junior interpersonal and public communications major, is a COCO
representative for Panhellenic
council and a volunteer for the
Muscular Dystrophy Superdance. James wants reps to be
"available to students and more
responsive to their needs."
Brian Moore, freshman prelaw major, is a rep-at-large for
USG, assistant to national, state
and community affairs coordi-

nator for USG, on the Elections
and Opinions Board and introduced the resolution for the
Ridge Street crossing. "I'd like
to carry out projects I've
worked on and start new ones."
Douglas Moore, junior marketing major, is a Phi Kappa Psi
member and the chair of its
scholarship committee and a
Beta Beta Beta. Moore would
like to make the districts
smaller to increase visibility.
John Nehrenz, sophomore restaurant management major, is
the president of the College Republicans, co-vice chairman for
Students for Reagan/Bush. "I
want to inform the public and
make sure that students are
well-represented on campus."
Steve Palmer, junior political
science major, is the vice president of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. Palmer wants to cut out
unnecessary spending of the
USG. get USG more recognized
by the students and alleviate
voter apathy.
Kelly Price, junior elementary education major, is a USG
organizational representative,
president of Gamma Phi Beta
sorority, a member of Panhellenic cabinet, on Mortar Board
and Order of Omega. "I want to
take issues which no one has
done anything about... and do
something about them."
Steve Rhodes, sophomore
management information systems major, is the chair of the
Sigma Chi philanthropy raffle.
"I would like to see more communication between students,
USG and the administration."
Jeff Slater, junior management information systems and
administration management
dual-major, is a USG student
rep of the financial aid committee. "I would like to see USG
become more involved, interactive and accountable to students."
James Woodward, sophomore
broadcast journalism major, is
vice president of Prout hall
council and director of programming for resident student association. "I would like to serve as
a liason between the executive
board of USG and the students
and represent the students."

New (IT president named Grievance issue tabled
TOLEDO (AP) - The president of Mississippi State University was named yesterday to
become the new president of the
University of Toledo.
James McComas, 56, was appointed by university trustees in
a special morning meeting. He
will succeed Glen Driscoll, who
announced last March that he
would retire June 30.
The new president's salary
has not been set, said William
Buckey, chairman of the board
of trustees. Driscoll has earned
$87,000 a year.

McComas, who has taught
high school in Gettysburg, Ohio,
and received part of his education at Ohio State University,
declined to discuss his plans for
the University of Toledo.
"I shouldn't look ahead and
make a lot of announcements,"
he said. "What I need to do is get
acquainted with the university
and the people in the community
and to decide with them where
the university should go."
BUCKEY SAID McComas
was selected in part to be a
community leader.

McComas said he believes the
Univesity of Toledo's reputation
can be expanded.
"It's not done growing and
maturing academically and I
found that exciting," ne said,
explaining why he chose to leave
Mississippi State at Starkville,
Miss., after nine years.
McComas, a graduate of the
University of West Virginia,
taught high school for three
years and served two years in
the Army medical corps before
teaching in Gettysburg.

CJSG elections held; vote at Union, library
by Nancy Bostwick

staff reporter
Undergraduate University
students will have the opportunity to vote today for USG
president and vice president
and for ten at-large representatives using voting booths
loaned from the Wood County
Board of elections, according
to Jason Gray, USG chairman of the elections and opinions board.
The two locations where
students can vote will be in
the Union 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and

Jerome Library 9 a.m. to 10
p.m.. Gray said. The USG and
Off-Campus Commuter center elections will be held at
both locations, he said.
Students wishing to vote
must have a current University validation card and a
photo I.D., he said.
USG is hoping for a I .
turnout in voters than in ■
past, he said.
The normal voter turnout is
approximatley less than onefourth of the student body
(less than 4,000), he said.
"It seems like the students

are a little more motivated.
There has been an increase in
general interest, more students are more interested in
what decisions are being
made for them," Gray said.
The ballots will be tabulated at the Wood County
Courthouse by a computer,
making the process faster
than in the past when the
ballots were counted by hand,
he said.
The final results of the election will be announced tomorrow morning, he said.

by Michael Mclntyre
staff reporter

Like a mountain climber
slowly scaling a precipitous incline, Faculty Senate gained a
little more ground discussing a
report on the faculty grievance
process yesterday.
At yesterday's meeting, the
Senate discussed the recommendation section of a report submitted by The Committee to
Evaluate the Grievance Arbitration Process (CEGAP) three
weeks ago.
While some revisions were
made, the Senate did not vote to
accept the recommendations as
a whole, but voted to table the
issue until its next meeting,
April 16.
The Senate voted to delete two
of the recommendations and
voted to add another.
Recommendation 18 was deleted. This would have given the
executive committee ofthe Faculty Personnel and Conciliation
Committee (FPCC) the power to
decide whether sufficient
grounds exist before a salary
dispute would go to the conciliation or hearing phases of the
grievance process.
Faculty Senate Chairman Art
Neal said the recommendation
was made because CEGAP
thought there should be an increased effort to solve salary

disputes at the college level,
thus reducing the FPCC case
load.
NEAL SATO the Senate voted
against the recommendation,
however, because it believed
having the deans of individual
colleges solve salary disputes
was redundant.
"The dean presumably has
already reviewed the case before a grievance is filed so the
Senate thought it would be inappropriate to give the dean any
more power (in salary disputes), Neal said.
Eloise Clark, vice president
for Academic Affairs (VPAA).
disagreed with the majority of
the Senate on the recommendation.
"I would prefer that it (salary
disputes) be at the college level
because the dean is the controlling officer for the college and is
closest to the knowledge of salary concerns at the disciplinary
level," Clark said.
The Senate also voted to delete recommendation 19 which
would give the individual colleges a contingency fund to handle salary inequity cases. It did,
however, pass a new recommendation that would put that fund
in the office of the VPAA.
"A professor may file a grievance because his colleagues are
making much more (money)
and the hearing board of the

FPCC may agree that he is
entitled to a salary adjustment," Neal said. "At the present time, there is no place to go
to get the money (to make the
adjustment)."
DAVID ROLLER, who proposed the recommendation to
place the fund in the hands of the
VPAA, said the issue is that a
"pot of money" would be created and debate was over where
it should be located.
"Why should the VPAA, who
is the chief academic officer at
the University, have no money
(for salary inequity cases)
Roller said.
Clark said she would prefer
the fund, as well as the handling
of salary inequity cases, at the
college level.
"This potentially could put a
substantial number of salary
negotiations at my level while
the dean and collegiate advisers
are going to be the most informed people," Clark said.
Neal said that while discussion of the recommendations
is important, none of the views
taken by the Senate are binding
at this point because the Senate
is only voting to accept a set of
recommendations, not to amend
the charter.
He said charter amendments
will be discussed after the Senate is finished with the recommendations.
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-EditorialVote today

A vote in today's USG election is a vote for
/YyourseK.
USG stands for Undergraduate Student Government. Government by the students, for the students.
Past election turnout has been disappointingly
low. Only a small minority of students voted in last
year's election.
The apathy among undergraduates is unfortunate. USG is the link between students and the
administration - your link to administrators who
decide where your money goes, when fees and
tuition will increase and what programs will be
affected by the increases.
This is the time to make your voice heard, no
matter who you vote for.
Speak up about key decisions made in your
behalf.
It won't take that much time out of your day to
stop by the Union foyer or the library. All you need
are two IDs and a little concern about who represents undergraduates next year.
By electing the candidate you feel best supports
studfent interests, you can help USG become more
representative of the student body.
When students work together with USG, things
can be accomplished.
An example of this can be seen in last year's
battle between the administration and the student
body over whether to change graduation ceremonies.
With student support and USG officers, graduation remained where the students wanted it - in
Doyt Perry Field.
You can, indirectly, choose the issues that USG
Eursues with the administration. Like it or not,
fSG is the only government that undergraduates
have to represent them. Therefore, the officers
should be cnosen by a majority of students.

Thatcher's idea of diplomacy

Soviets should shop at Saks
by George Will
LONDON - Like the painter
Whistler, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher works a lot with
black and white. As Argentine
generals and British miners can
attest, she does not subscribe to
the theory that right and wrong
are too tangled to be sorted out
Lesser politicians are expected
to speak peculiarly about, say,
let leaders. (Denis Healey. a
former foreign secretary, describing Gorbachev's face:
"Emotions flicker over a face of
unusual sensitivity like summer
breezes on a pond.") But
Thatcher-watchers are puzzled
by her statement during Gorbachev's December visit: "I like
Mr. Gorbachev. We can do business with him."
She is cross about television
coverage that took those words
out of the context of words about
the chasm between East and
West. But she has been in politics long enough to know the
risks of such excerptable
statements. Besides, the question is: What business does she
think Gorbachev is in?
Her answer, given in an inter-

view at No. 10 Downing St., is
interesting: Gorbachev, like any
Soviet leader, is in the business
of making statecraft conform to
a "science" that is in shambles.
She recalls a Chernenko
speech "all about aren't they
lucky: They are the only country
that has a scientific form of
government." Faced with the
system's failure to supply
material needs, "They say It s
because people are not working
it right... And now if you look
at Mr. Gorbachev's acceptance
speech, you will find almost the
pure Andropov-Chernenko doctrine in it: Our system is not
Ereducing the results, we must
e much more disciplined, we
must have some more initiative,
and there must be no deviation.'
Soviet leaders feel, she says,
they are custodians of an ideology that they are certain is
correct, so the system must
work. But it does not. The explanation, they feel, must be that
people are not working or behaving properly.
If her analysis is correct, Soviet "reform means not abandonment of ideology but
rededication to it, and ruthless
removal of human failure that
prevents the system's success.

Thus it is interesting that in
statements made shortly before
and after assuming power Gorbachev has promised "resolute
measures" to purge "moral degenerates" and other "alien
phenomena" from Soviet society. There will be "consolidation of labor" and a fight against
"any manifestation ofshowiness
and idle talk, swagger and irresponsibility." Presumably,
while he was making these
statements, his pond-like face
flickered sensitively.
Thatcher recalls being in Yugoslavia and having housewives
tell her they were snort of detergent. "I said good heavens ...
What are you doing bothering
yourselves about that? Tell your

Thatcher said: "There's plenty
overseas." They wondered what
they could use for foreign exchange.
That should have taught Yugoslav housewives not to go to
Thatcher seeking sympathy
about the detergent shortage.
She stamps her foot, figuratively speaking, at the folly of
command economies. She believes the contrast with the

Thatcher's idea of diplomacy
that is at once prudent and didactic is: Keep your powder dry
and keep exposing the Soviet
elite to the larger, more successful world. Unfortunately, that
elite is comfortably supplied
with material goods and would
lose its claim to privilege were it
to put aside the "science" of
which it is custodian. The elite
will not commit a grand act of
self-liquidating altruism, demystifying and de-legitimizing
themselves merely to improve
the material life of the masses.
Furthermore, given what that
science says about the inevitable death struggle with capitalism, the conclusion dictated
by Thatcher's analysis is: Keep
your powder dry, and have lots
of it

$3.50 for a beer?
by Cralg Hergert
While everyone else was escaping Bowling Green by heading south to Florida, I escaped to
New York. I went there in order
to get away from the Midwest
ana all of its pickup trucks and
seed caps for a while. While
there, though, I learned just how
much of a Midwesterner I really
am.
Before my trip, I had no idea
just how obvious my heritage
was to the rest of the world. A
pennant-waving Georgetown fan
strolling through the St. John's
campus would have been more
successful in disguising his
roots. Within minutes, a native
New Yorker was on to me. After
hailing a cab in front of Grand
Central Station, I marshalled
my three pieces of luggage together and awkwardly got in.
Much too slowly, it turned out.
Said the cabby, Come on, kid,
?ou gotta move! This is New
orkT" I'm certain he knew
that, not only was I not from
New York, I was from the Midwest. A 30-year-old from, say.
Boston, does not get called
"Ud."
I became aware of the extent
of my Midwestern stamp a little
later. On Monday, my first full
day in the city, I went head to
liead with New York prices.
Now, any visitor to the Bis
Apple can't help but notice that
the prices are a bit high. But
Midwesterners not only notice;
they undergo a religious experience.
Wandering around midtown
Manhattan, I happened upon a
Lindy's restaurant, sett-proclaimed home of New York's
greatest cheesecake. Having
been told by a native New
Yorker that going to New York
and not having a piece of cheesecake was like going to Tibet and
forgetting to look at the mountains, I eagerly went in.
After five seconds with the
dinner menu, I forgot all about

cheesecake. A steakburger (just
an ordinary Ohio hamburger to
you and me) was $6.25. My
friend did manage to sneak a
look at the dessert section and
later told me that the cheesecake was $3 a slice.
Now, when something surprises a New Yorker, (if such a
thing is possible), he takes it in.
He doesn't let it upset him,
change his behavior. But we
Midwesterners are different I
was determined to do something
to take my mind off that steakburger. So off I went to see the
newest Woody Alien film at the
posh Beekman. And immediately I forgot about Lindy's.
Now all I was thinking about
was the $5 movie ticket.
But I did get over the shock.
The cure, however, was made
possible by another Midwestern
trait. We're easily impressed. It
was exciting for me to be watching a Woody Allen film in New
York City. Imagine a New
Yorker capable of having his
blood stirred by visiting the set
of the original Phil Donahue
show in Chicago. It wouldn't
happen.
And if I was excited by seeing
a Woody Allen film in New York,
imagine how I felt when I saw
the man himself in Michael's
Pub, playing the clarinet. I was
so thrilled, I accepted the $3.50
Bice on the beer I was drinking,
ut not enough to order a second
one.
And so it went for the rest of
my visit. While in Cookworld in
the World Trade Center, for
example, I balked at the sight of
a four ounce Jar of red salmon
caviar for $13.50 and a 13-ounce
jar of raspberries in French
cognac for $14. True, New Yorkers must know these things are
expensive. But they don't record
the prices on a 60-cent yellow
legal pad.
You can take the kid out of the
Midwest, but...

Cralg Hergert Is a teaching fellow in English from Slayton,
Minn.
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bounties produced by market
economies is so instructive that
the West should work to get
Soviet leaders into "Bloomingdale's or Saks Fifth Avenue" or,
she says patriotically, "Marks &
Spencer.
This idea is a version of something to which the West, and not
least the Reagan administration, is addicted: didactic diplomacy. The plan is to tame the
Soviet elite by teaching it a thing
or two. For example, we negotiate with the Soviets in the
Helsinki process to teach them
the "rules" of civilized behavior.
Didactic diplomacy - reform
of Soviet behavior through remedial education - is one of
many reform plans the West has
conceived. Another was bribery,
sometimes called detente: We
would make getting along with
Stable. Another plan is
acy as psychotherapy,
i two approaches.
One is the "threat-perception
theory." According to it, the
spring driving Soviet aggressiveness is insecurity, soUJS.
policy should be to prove that we
mean no "harm" (President
Reagan's word). Another is the
"frustration-aggression theory." According to it, if the
Soviet Union is not frustrated (in
its quest for "respect," or arms
"parity," or whatever), it will
not vent frustrations in aggression.

George Will is a columnist for
the Washington Post Writers
Group.
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Letters
McGreevey should
be off the ballot
When today's USG election
was approaching, it appeared
that a proven president, Bob
Wade, would be running unopposed. But suddenly Mike McGreevey added his name for the
position of president at the very
last moment. With such a candidate putting in such a late proposal for the office of president, it
is hard for me to vote for someone that is unsure of what he
wants. It should also be pointed
out that McGreevey broke the
law of the election board by
entering his name so late. If he
is able to break the law in this
case, what will stop him from
violating the rights of the students at Bowling Green State
University in other circumstances if he is to become president? By breaking this rule,
there is no reason why his name
should appear on the upcoming
ballot. If he was so concerned
about running for the office of
president, he would have had his
candidacy turned in long before
the deadline. It is evident that
Mike McGreevey's administration would be one that will have
a lack of commitment and consistency which he has thus far
shown.
William Gehr
SMDarrow

Drinking games can
lead to tragedies
I have never before written
to the editor of this paper and I
was hoping never to do so before
graduating from the University.
Although many articles in the
past have upset me, never has
one edition of the News so incensed me as that of March 19,
which placed two contradictory
stories in the same edition. I am
referring to the tragic story of

the two young men killed in an
automobile accident which involved a drunk driver and the
story of the beer games being
requested for a boos.
When I picked up the March 19
edition of the News, the article
that immediately caught my
attention was the article entitled, "Two Die In Auto Accident." These two young men
were killed by a drunken motorist.
What infuriated me was the
article that was entitled "Authors Beckon Drinkers." The
point of this article was to try to
come up with some beer games
in hopes of helping the authors
find a sequel to their first book,
The Complete Book of Beer
Drinking Games (and other
really important stuff). It
seemed to say just the opposite
of what the aforementioned article was saying: that beer drinking was OK if you make a game
out of it.
The fact that 12 empty beer
cans were found in the back of
Todd Mason's car along with the
fact that Mason had a blood
alcohol content of more than
twice the legal limit is Indicative
of what will surely occur in the
future with the encouragement
of excessive drinking under the
label of a game.
ChadR-Utten
17« Rodgers

See you uptown,
when work's over
In response to Dianna L.
Borsi's editorial in the March 28
edition of The BG News entitled
"Women Journalists Subject to
Sexism," we would like to say
HAM GET A GRIP!! Ms. Borsi
was offended when a certain
editor of a campus publication
made a remark about another
female's "sexually attractive
walk" after she had left the
room.
This prompts us to ask,

"What's wrong with that?" Men
and women are different, Dianna.
And they have also been sexually attractive to each other for
some time and have been quite
satisfied. But wake up, women,
we're heading into the 1990s.
Just because men notice a
woman's sexual attractiveness
doesn't mean they are judging
their professionalism as well
We happen to work at another
campus organization which has
plenty of attractive and unattractive women in key positions.
These women are respected just
as much for their professionalism as their male counterparts.
Ms. Borsi also asks how "men
would feel if they were judged
by their bodies fust," reducing
the male journalist's image to a
mere Barbazon model. We ask,
"Who cares?" We tend to enjoy
it when a woman notices our
sexuality. But, Dianna, our "attractive walks" just do not get
the job done when it comes to
meeting deadlines. Most of our
colleagues rank each other on
the quality of their reporting,
not on their good looks.
Furthermore, why was the
woman in question at the meeting in the first place? Because
she has a striking presence, or
because of her professional commitment to her campus publication? We think it is natural to
deal with women on a professional basis at work, but still be
able to "check her out" at Howard's Thursday night. See you
there, Dianna!
JoeStB
MarkKillian
Dave Dray, Jr.

edition of The BG News. In this
letter I find the group Women
for Women, or more precisely
the task force Women Against
Violence in the Media, making
much ado about nothing.
In the past, I have read their
complaints about injustices
against women with some
amusement, but also with a little
understanding and support for
their cause. I agree that the
media does often put women into
an unfavorable light, highlighting their sexuality instead" of
their basic human qualities, but
I do not think that this applies in
this situation. I think Sat the
task force is reading too much
into an ad that was probably
constructed in a humorous light
by a couple of fraternity brothers who merely wanted to promote their event visually, not as
men who consciously want to
promote a bias these women
seem to see in everything they
read, but as novice ad writers
who merely thought up an idea
and put it on paper.
I also don't appreciate the
sweeping generalization made
that males view women as wanting to be seized and enslaved. I
for one do not hold this view: in
fact, I'm finding it very hard to
find a woman who just wants to
be wined and dined. If this is
reaDy the view this group holds,
then their bias is no better than
the supposed male bias they are
trying to tight.

Lighten up, Women
Against Violence

My suggestion is that they
stop trying to find injustice in
everything they read. Their articles on these things seem to be
full of male-hating emotion, and
this does nothing for their cause
but raise more had feelings on
both sides of the 'gender fence.'
So lighten up, life is too short to
be analyzed and taken so seriously.

lam writing in response to
the letter "AdSuggestsfhat Men
Own Women" from the March 17

Kyle Randall
OCMBMM

til Ridge Street

Local
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Job interviewing advice offered
by Zora Johiuon
*»H repoil«r

wwn tt a stapped-np pace of job
interviewing - for summer jobs,
internships or a tint job after
graduation.
For many students, the interview can be frightening because
they have little knowledge of
what to expect. Richard Buchanan, associate professor of
marketing and president of Eldertech consulting firm, recommends use of the services
offered by the placement office,
and also offers an analogy which

may _
a Job interview to a
level to
a student can
relate.
"An interview is not an aimleas experience, it's more like a
first date," he said. "In an interview, like a date, two parties
determine whether they have
enough in common to pursue
anything further."
Buchanan said that if students
use a first date as a guide to
what to expect in an interview,
their chances of success are
improved. Appropriate appearance, attitude and behavior in
an interview situation are all
comparable to what is accepted

on a date, he said.
One way that two people decide whether or not to continue a
relationship is by finding out
about each other's backgrounds.
Buchanan said. "You should
find out about a company for the
same reason that you find out
about someone's family background," he said. "Showing interest is a positive mark in your
favor."
ONE OF the worst things to do
in an interview is to be too
aggressive. "There is a fine line
between displaying what you
have to offer and being too pri-

deful," Buchanan said. "You
have to keep an eye on the
company's needs and bow you
can serve them, instead of
dwelling on why it should hire
you.
"I think that too many students go into an interview with
the desire to 'show something.'
The chance of them demonstrating something totally unique is
sum. Often their lack of sophistication is what shows."
Students should keep in mind
that appearance and personality
also play a big part in the interviewprocess.
"The same things turn off an

interviewer as turn off a date.
You wouldn't go on a date
looking inappropriate or come
across as being selfish or
greedy, Just as you wouldn't in
an interview," Buchanan said.
A GOOD thing to ask an interviewer is how he got started in
the company, Buchanan said.
"Although you may get his life
story, it's a good source of information," be said. "But again, I
would tell students not to ask an
interviewer anything that they
wouldn't ask the parents of a
date."
In general, confidence comes
with experience, Buchanan said.

and the way to gain experience
is by interviewing. "I tell students to take some throw-away
interviews with companies they
have no Interest in," he said.
"The very worst thing that can
happen is that the student will
gain experience, and he might
even find out there is something
about the company that be
likes."
The most important thing for
students to remember is to keep
the interview in perspective, he
said. "Students have to realize
that the company needs them
every bit as much as they need
the company."

State funding for rental properties possible
by DonLcc
•tWf reporter

Rental properties in two city
neighborhoods may be eligible
for state-administered funding
for rehabilitation. If the city's
request for a grant is approved.
The city is applying for a
grant of $100,000 from the state
rental housing rehabilitation
program, Sandra Mills, city
bousing specialist, said last
night at the Housing Commission's monthly meeting.

The program is designed to
improve the condition of rental
housing in the city without raising the rent beyond the ability of
the tenants to pay, Mills said.
It is primarily aimed at keeping rents down for family renters and graduate students, who
usually Dve on "a very small
fixed income," Mills said.
Undergraduate students could
benefit later by being able to
rent an improved property, she
added.
The commission, which must

m

Applications now
available for UAO director
position for the 1985-86
academic year. Pick up an
application in the UAO office.
Applications are due April 5
One Semester UAO experience is required.

*

vote on the grant application,
could not do so last night because only three members were
present, one short of the number
needed to vote.
The neighborhoods, designated by the city as census
borhoods 002 and 003, are
in the north central part of the
city.
Neighborhood 002, roughly
bounded by the city limits on the
north, Main Street on the west,
East Wooster Street on the
south, and Thurstin Avenue on

the east, includes many rental
properties, including apartment
bouses, occupied by university
students, Mills said. The area
contains 747 persons with incomes officially below poverty
level, according to a Wood
County Health Department Survey taken in 1977.
Neighborhood 003 is smaller
and contains mainly single- and
two-family rental properties
housing families. The area is
bounded roughly by West Poe
Road on the north, Fairview and

Monty's offers you
Design Freedom Perm
$33 value
NOW $28
%•
includes) haircut
good through April
valid only with coupon
walk-ins welcome

L 24

W. Wooster

VOTE

*

TODAY, April 3
UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS
* President
* Vice President
* 10 At-large Representatives
POLLS: Union, Library

a

352-2611

North Maple Streets on the west,
West Wooster Street on the
South, and Main Street on the
east.
Individual properties in these
areas will be elegible for between $600 and $5,000 per rental
unit in loans for repairs and
additions necessary to bring the
units up to the standards specified by the program, Mills said.
The landlord must agree to
pay half of the repair costs with

the program providing the rest,
The city will be granted a
voucher for each $5,000 worth of
improvements done. Each
voucher can be given to a lowincome tenant to pay part of the
rent should the tenant nave to be
relocated. Mills said.
A public bearing on the program will be held April 8 at 7:15
&m. in the City Council chamTS, 304 North Church Street,
for residents to give their input
to the program.

i
I $4.75

SPECIAL

I
I

■

%

Ph 352-5166
203 North fTlotn
Open 4 p.m.

13 In. One
Item PIIIQ

t®®*^

Additional Itemt 7Si eo
Fra* Daliv.ry

Chicago Style Extra

Expires 4/30/85

on* coupon o*< plzio
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Dance new major
by JuMe F.ublc
reporter
Students interested in dance
will now have more opportunities for study through the School
of Health and Physical Education and Recreation (HPER).
Beginning in fall, it will be off eringa new major in dance.
The new degree program is
actually a modification of an
existing program In the division
of Recreation and Dance,
according to Deborah Tell,
dance coordinator. She said the
old program "didn't seem to
meet the needs of the student
interested specifically in
dance," adding that the original
program ernphasiied recreation
more than dance and that the
minor offered was limited to
students in the College of Education.
Tell said that no new courses
were created, but classes already offered by other schools
were added to the program.

Like this

TeU said that with this degree
there are any number of careers
available, but added that some
emphases, such as research and
education if one wanted to teach
in a university, might require
advanced degrees. Other careers she mentioned included
dance critic or photographer,
performer and stage manager.
One of the school's goals with
this new major Is "to develop a
program that would be different
from other dance programs in
the area," TeU said, adding that
she hoped this would give the
school more drawing power.

BG News/Suaan Crow

OSA holds press conference

Dawn Clark, dance faculty, instructs her classical ballet class held In Eppler north

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT

The Ohio Student Association wUl present a press conference today at 12:30 p.m.
in the Commuter Off Campus Center, located in the
basement of Moseley HaU.
Gueat speakers win be Todd
Baker. OSA president and
Kelly McCoy, executive secretary of OSA financial affairs.

The world is waiting.

Choose your Summer
Apartment NOW!!!
* 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments

*
*
*
*

"What we did was shift the
program around and put the
dance courses into the core,"
she said.
With the new degree program,
there will be six emphases from
which the students can choose,
TeU said. She listed education,
performance, production, tournaliam and research (ethnographic or scientific) as the six.

Apartments, houses, duplexes
Bargain rates
Summer Rates
Very close to campus

tZayaef;
Easter is Sunday,
April 7. Call or visit
us today.

352-5620

336 S. MAIN

Baker, the highest ranking
student leader for Ohio's
state universities, will en-

5*utdeFlV*

4?

I

•^

presents

DONNIE
IRIS
AND THE CRUISERS

Klotz
Flower
Farms

906 Napoleon

353-8381

Medium 2 Item Pizza
tKLL
FREE DELIVERY
Ut.UVt.KY

f

* Two-bedroom apartments
" Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
'Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at dough & Mercer Sts. 1 block
behind McDonalds Restaurant.
Call Rich at 352-7182

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

I22A

* Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge

* Field Manor Apartments

Students- $5.00 with valid BGSU
ID at Union ticket
booth,9:30am5:00pm
Also on Sale at Findersjhe Greeting
Exchange, The Shed, Boogie Records,
Abbey Road Records and Gibbey's Bar.
Tickets are $7.50 at these locations.
Co-Sponsored by

* Frazee Ave. Apartments
818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave.

Food, beverages, smoking, cameras and recording
devices are not permitted In the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom.

""

SPECIAL
All You Can EAT

* 516 E. Merry Apartments

2.99
Wednesday & Thursday
4 p.m.-10 p.m.

Summer Rental Rates:
Efficiency : $250/summer
1 bedroom : $375/summer
(1 or 2 person)
2 bedroom : $424/summer
(1-4 person)

WIOT
•

BROTHERS, inc.

803-815 Eighth St.

542,560 Frazee & 519 Leroy

•

352-159(

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
* Eighth Street Apartments

Friday, April 12
8:00 pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Union

PUFF'S
"PIZZA
«—-« -

I
I

440 E. Court

with special guest

GRIZZLY

dorse Mike McGreevey and
Brad Krlder for University
Student Government president and vice president.
He wfll also address current political issues-such as
the effects of President Reagan's proposed financial aid
cuts and Governer Dick Celeste's budget proposals for
1985. McCoy wfil apeak on
behalf of new state funded
financial aid legislation proposed by Sen. Charles Butts,
D-Cleveland.

The listed rates for the apt are for the entire summer
from June 1, 1985 to August 14, 1985 and they are one
payment for the entire summer + applicable utilities
* Alr-condltloned units available

Choose between 2 types
of regular pizza
and one foldover

352-8408
836 S. MAIN

BOWLING GREEN
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Relocation begins soon
by DantaUc Radm
ttaff reporter

Faculty and staff from the
School of Journalism will begin
to move their office* from University Hall into the newly-renovated West Hall beginning on
Monday, April 8, John Huffman,
director of the school, said.
Hoffman's office and the main
office for the school wiU be the
first to be relocated, with faculty
offices following. Huffman said
he believes the move will require a week-and-one-half to two
weeks to complete.
Renovation of West Hall was
originally scheduled to be completed by the beginning of spring
semester, Rollie Engler, University architect, said.
Engler said the renovation
was delayed by many factors,
but primarily by asbestos that
was found in the building.
"We ran into the asbestos
problem and that added about

Cutting the rug

"

In the West Hall basement, Jeff Roose. of Perrysburg, pushes down
the edge and trims some newly-laid carpet. Carpeting In the basement
and first floor will be completed this week.

*
*
*
*

"It's nice to shoot for a date,
but you cant always reach it,"
Engler said. "I don't like to
move into a building until it's
ready to move into. We don't like
for people to move into a space
and have contractors working
around them."
Engler said the contractors
are correcting items on a
"punch list."

Huffman said carpeting and
draperies are being installed
this week and corrections are
[ made in the heating and
lating system. Corrections
an also being made to reduce
noise problems, he said.
Huffman said prewiring for
the radio station locations in

r™
i

Tttw&'A

j

One large 1-item pizza

*5.25

llFree Delivery

coupon

Good thru 4/17/85

ELECTION APPLICATIONS
Are Now Available
at

-4

'Hand crafted Items
'Ducks

'Bunnies Galore 'Figurines and More!
Open: Mon., Thurs.. Fri. till 9A0
Wed., Tues. till 8:00

126'/,

Braiding Styles Available
140 E. WoMtor, 352-0800
Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30. Thurs °H 8 p.m.

Board of Black Cultural Activities

352-3551

Easter Gifts
~%X;W 'Baskets
/u£&~+ -Wreaths

30% off PERMS
Ask for Peggy

Phone 352-5335

W.

WoosterPh.

iCnliiiiial

NEXUS

353-8577

firflrrtiutiB

University Village
1520Clough

Now

LEASING

OFFICE HOURS
•Close to campus, banks and fast food
AAon-Fri 9-5
Sat 9-12
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid
PHONE
Tenant pays electric only
352-0164
•Summer rates available
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S

The Minority Student Affairs office
in the Union
For more information call 372-4436

4

ffr-idaja,

HOUSING
GUIDE
Get all the information you need
to make your housing decisions for
the upcoming year.
* Apartments/
houses
available
ADVERTISING

' Furnishing, and
Decorating Tips
Friday,
April 5*
Edition

DEADLINE
TODAY

IP**\ay\

April 3,4 pm

DON'T

Magazine

MISS
IT!

* Selecting
Roommates
* Landlords and
Leases

i

Come in and see
Our collection of

HAIRCUTS

QftEDKEN

West Han will begin within the
nest few weeks. WBGU-FM,
WFAL and the radio-TV-film
program win move into the
building after the end of mis
sc nMstiir
Bob Bortel, director of student
publications, said me Jfews will
be relocated "sometime during
the month of May following the
conclusion of finals."

"The punch list items are the
result of our going through the
building with the architect and
the state architect and inspecting the building to come up with
s list (of work that must be

Carousel
Beauty Shop
k

* APARTMENTS FOR RENT*
834 Scott Hamilton
2 Bedrooms
Unfurnished
Close to campus
Available for 85-86 school year

ENGLER SAID it was the was
the University's "first major
experience with the removal of
Hiboitos from any building."

rompjetod or is inadequate),"

Special Offer ajrj

K New /J PM

* °«

three months (to the renovation
time schedule)," Engler said.
"During the renovation, there
were things the contractor ran
into that were unknown to anyone, but the main thing was the
asbestos and re-insulating piping that had asbestos wrapping."

WIMT*

SGDoncw
iimtmiiniin

* Wednesdays - Dance Video Nite
Great Specials For The 18 & Up Crowd

* Thursdsays * College I.D.
Party Free With Your College I.D.

* Fridays - Men's Nite
No cover for guys and near non-existent
Drink Specials...just for the guys

Saturdays - Ladies Nite
NO COVER for the Ladies
Superb Drink Specials

■1

SBfiEta
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Vincennes transfer off to a slow start

Eli struggles with adjustment to Divsion 1 baseball
by Steve Quktn
aMaitarit sports editor

There definitely lies a difference between junior college and
Division I college baseball. Just ask Bowling Green centerfielder
ArtEU.
Ell played his first two years of college baseball at Vincennes
University in Indiana and finished his final year with a .370 batting
average and four home runs.
He also set a school record for stolen bases with 38. Kind of ironic
for someone who earned his associate's degree in criminal Justice.
However, the success has not exactly Deen the same at BG.
Entering yesterday's doubleneader with the University of Michigan, he was hitting .196, collecting eight hits in 41 trips to the plate,
and bad only two thefts on the base paths.
Two of his hits are doubles, while one is a three-bagger. Eli's most
recent double came in the bottom of the ninth inning last Friday
against Defiance, and almost resulted in a game-tying run before
Dave O'Kresik was thrown out at home for the final out.
HE HAS STRUCK out six times, walked six and is one of three
Falcons to play every game.
"The difference in Division I is mainly pitching," Ell said. "In
junior college ball you face about two good pitchers in four games.
The second pitcher of each doubleneader won't be as good as the
first. Here you face a good pitcher almost every outing.
The 5-10,170 pounder serves as a leadoff hitter and knows he still
has work ahead of him as he is certainly boasting about his
performance at the plate.

"The difference in Division I is mainly
pitching. In junior college ball you face
about two good pitchers in four games.
The second pitcher of each doubleneader
won't be as good as the first. Here you
face a good pitcher almost every outing."
-Art Ell
"The more pitching I see, the better 111 get," Eli said. "With more
at bats, the hits will come. Coach (Tim) MacKinnon told me to just
keep making contact and they will drop in."
Eli said the pitching Division I level can also effect his base
stealing.
"It's definitely tougher to steal up here," Eli said. "Bob Ellenbest
has one of the best moves I've ever seen. He picks me off all the time
in intrasquad games."
After graduating from New Castle High School in Indiana, Eli
elected to attend VU hoping to get drafted by a professional team.
Scouts did not select him after either year, and Eli chose to play for
BG over Armstrong State in Georgia and Mid-American Conference
foe Ball State, which is just a few miles from his home.
"I didn't want to commute (to BSU), and Georgia was too far." Eli
said.

DON'T BE LEFT OUT NEXT YEAR!
TAKE PART IN UNIVERSITY NTCAMURAIaS

• Do you want to have an active
voicein University Intramurals?
• Apply to be a member of the 198586 Intramural Advisory Board
• Applications may be obtained
from intramural office in room
108 SRC
• Deadline for applications is Friday April 12th
REDDIN LAW SCHOLARSHIP
is available
for a rising senior (May, 1986 graduate) specifically
intending to enter the legal profession. The award is a
$1,500 stipend. Selection will be judged on scholastic
achievement, extra-curricular activity, and ability.
Application forms may be obtained from the following offices: History, English, Legal Studies, Arts and
Sciences, Political Science, and Criminal Justice.
Completed applications must be submitted to the
Department of Legal Studies by Monday, April IS,
1985.

BG News/Phil Maaturao

Art Eli
WHILE AT NEW CASTLE, Eli hit a hefty .428. He also used his
talents on the football field at tailback and the basketball court at
guard with Steve Alford, who now plays for Indiana University.
As a football player, he earned aO-state honors, while earning allconference honors on the backcourt.
Despite the success at New Castle and not getting drafted, Eli still
defends his option to play at the junior college level before entering
the Division I ranks.
"At Junior colleges there are just freshmen and sophmores," Eli
said. 'There, you have a 50-50 chance of starting. Going the JC route
slowly adjusts you to college ball. If I had come here out of high
By Brian Clark

University Theatre Presents

ya "j»». ■ '

\ 3, '

1 A,7y^*fcj

Whose life Is It
Anyway?

school I would have been lost. In the two years that I was there, three
of our pitchers did get drafted."
Eli might have his troubles adjusting to Division I pitching, but
according to head coach Ed Platzer, his fielding helps strengthen the
much-improved Falcon defense.
In his first 16 games, Eli has yet to make an error. He made four
putouts in the first game of Friday's doubleheader against Defiance.
"We are strong up the middle defensively," Platzer said. "Art Eli
is doing a fine job in centerfield. We think his hitting will come along
soon."

Meadowview Court
Apartments

April 3-6
8 pm
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE

Now Leasing toi 85 <S(> School Year

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included»gas heat-laundry facilities
•drapes*carpet«,party & game room
•swimming pool«sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished

Tickets $1.50 at the door

LIQUEUR MAKING
WORKSHOP

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-furnished
$265-unfurnished
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage

Monday, April 16
9:00 pm
$5/ person

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished
$200-unfumished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage

All supplies provided
Sign up in the UAO office,
3rd floor, Union or call
2-2343 for more information.
Must be 21.

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa w/lease

214 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Uhio
352-1195

CLUB
H
lb*.Y

■ WnWftSM.y

CHERRYW00D

■THOKSW.Y ■ FK1PA.Y"

ACES-* EIGHTS

HEALTH SPA & TANNING CENTER
8th t High Stt.
3S2-937S
HOURS
Mon -Fn 9 a m • 10 p m

Sat 11 a« •9pm
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Sun l-Bpm

12

' TMpS«nrn<llc»

18

19
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« RELIKnfr I C)£j(K)\i\ VJLMLH
25
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T. B. A.

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL

8 VISITS / '25
plui on* ITM ml coupon
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i

n HAW oat**** t

Try th» Charrywood
Tanning Cants*

Oral FREE Tanning Sauaxi t
OKI FREE vtart to Kaann Spa
with coupon
uMT t nn CUSTOM*
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WET SHAVERS 9

Want to Keep
that Florida Tan?

Trw SunSyilai« it aatar man tha tun
Tha SunSyalam OupKataa iuat tha right
amour* of Ultra VoMM A bght to oroOuca t
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810 N. MAIN ST
PH. 858-9861
■ OPEN MON. SAT « NOON
SUN.® 8 P.M.
THE AREA'S FINEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
NO COVER... EVER

OFFEH EXPIRES 4/16786
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Ruggers drop two

»:■:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:••.:•:•:.:■:■:•:•:•:•:•:■:•:•:•:.

Tribe leans on pitchers
TUCSON, Arta. (AP) - Manager Pat Corrales remembers
au too well those long niehts last
summer when his Cleveland Indians would find themselves five
runs behind Just two or three
innings into a same.
"Occasionally, that's going to
happen, but overall we're in
good form this year," Corrales
said from the Indians' spring
training camp.
The strength of the Indians'
pitching staff is its bullpen, as
was the case a year ago, Corrales said. But he hopes his
starting rotation has improved
enough to keep the Indians in the
game long enough to get to the
"This is a prime example of
the thing we're trying to prevent
- behind four runs after three
innings,'' Corrales said after a
recent poor exhibition outing by
potential starters Rick Behenna
and Keith Creel.' "The guy I send
out there has to give me five or
six innings and keep us within

three runs. We can't be buried
by the fifth inning."
Behenna will likely remain
behind for a few weeks when the
Indians open their regular season in Detroit on Monday, because he is coming back from
last year's surgery on his right
shoulder. The right-handed
Creel is battling left-handed
Mike Jeff coat for the final spot
in Cleveland's five-man starting
rotation.
THE OTHER four starters
will be Bert Blyleven, already
named to pitch the opener; Neal
Heaton. who was 12-15 last year;
Don Schulze, who went M after
the Indians called him up in late
June, and Vern Ruhle, who was
1-9 for the Houston Astros a year
ago.
Among the starters, only Blyleven, at 19-7, had a good year in
1984, and Corrales is once again
counting on him to anchor the
staff.
"Bert's going to have to go
nine innings every now and

again so we can give our bullpen
a rest," Corrales said.
Ernie Camacho, who had a
team-record 23 saves last season,1 will once again be the Indians "stopper" out of the
bullpen, Corrales said. Camacho
will be used almost exclusively
in-late inning situations.
Tom Waddell and rookie Ramon Romero will be used "to get
us to Ernie," Corrales said,
while veteran Jamie Easterly
will be used in long relief -taking
over in those cases where the
starter breaks down early.

Indians win, 11-6
PHOENDC, Ariz. (AP) - Mike
Hargrove, George Vukovich and
Brett Butler led Cleveland's 16hit assault on Oakland pitching
yesterday and the Indians outscored the A's 11-6 in exhibition
baseball.

Cats name coach r
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Eddie Sutton, who guided Arkansas
to nine consecutive NCAA appearances, was hired vesterday
to succeed Joe B. Hall as coach
of the Kentucky basketball
team.
Sutton, 49, joined Arkansas in
1975, after five years at Creighton, and immediately turned
around the Razorbacks' program.

PIZZA 1/2 PRICE TILL 9:00
with beverage purchase
WEDNESDAY ONLY
INSIDE ONLY

L

Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge
'
*
*
*
*
*
*

BG women win
Bowing
soccer
with an
against

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 Bedroom & 1 Bedroom
Gas heat
Furnished
Garbage disposals
Laundry Facilities
$385-$460 per month

The Falcons were led by
Kathy Palazzol and Ann DeWitt,
who each netted two goals. Kay
Fritzsche score the other BG
goal.

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
505 CLOUGH STREET
NEXT TO STERLING AND DORSEYS
PHONE 352-9302 (ANYTIME)

Model Apt. Is *12

OFFICE HOURS: 10-3 p.m. - OTHERS BY APPOINTMENT

rdon'ri
L litter'.iJ Teleflom
H presents
The BGSU
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Board of

$145.00 per person per month
(4 person apt. occupancy)

Easter
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INCLUDES
(AT NO EXTRA COST)

Publications
is now accepting
applications for:

Summer Editor,
BG News
Editor, Miscellany
1985-86 academic year
Editor, Gavel
1985-86 academic year
Editor, Obsidian
1985-86 academic year
Editor, The KEY
1985-86 academic year

* ALL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING

Dress your Easter table in style
with our colorful new Teleflora
Buffet Caddy Bouquet. During
the holidays, it's a stunning centerpiece or buffet table bouquet.
Later, your sunny yellow wood
keepsake holds silverware and
napkins. Call or visit our shop
early, for delivery anywhere in
the U.S. or Canada.

Give the Buffet
Caddy Bouquet.
Sunday, April 7.
Kioto
Flower
Farms

X

ONU thwarted BG's momentum and pulled ahead 10-8.
Falcon rookie Tony Konczak
posted two tries, putting BG
ahead for good, 15-10. Konczak's play has his teammates
impressed.
'This guy was all over the
field," squad captain Matt
Miller said. "Tony just seems
to have picked it up quicker
than the rest (of the rookies.)"
BG again splits their squad
this weekend as they host Ohio
State in three matches Saturday starting at 1 p.m. at Colllege Park. Meanwhile the
rookie squad travels to Oberlin.

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

Under Sutton, Arkansas made
nine straight trips to the NCAA
tournament, including one to the
Final Four in 1977-78 before losing to Kentucky 6449 in the
semifinals. That team finished
32-4.
His record at Arkansas was
260-75, and he was Southwest
Conference Coach of the Year
four times and named national

BG returns to action Sunday
April 14 when they travel to face
Schoolcraft College. The Falcons home opener is slated for
May 4 against SC.

ft

GREENBRIAR INC.

Arkansas had records of 17-9
and 19-9 in his first two years,
then reeled off nine straight
years of more than 20 victories.
In the 12 years before Sutton
arrived, the Razorbacks' best
record was 16-10 in 1972-73.

Last Saturday the
Green women's club
team opened its season
impressive 5-1 victory
Spring Arbor College.

i
i

Hargrove and Vukovich drove
in three runs apiece, and Butler
had four hits in the victory
which evened the Indians record
at 12-12. The A's dropped to 1012.
Dwayne Murphy of Oakland
drove In two runs, his first RBI
of the exhibition season, with a
triple and a grounder.
The A's trimmed their roster
to 28 players by sending outfielder Danny Goodwin to the
minor league camp for reassignment.

The Bowling Green club
rugby team dropped both ends
of a doubleheader against
Michigan last weekend, 6-4 and
12-4. It was the first time since
1960 that the Falcon ruggers
were swept.
BG's rookie team bounced
back with a 15-10 win over Ohio
Northern at College Park
Field.
Against the Wolverines BG
lost an early lead supplied by
eighth man Pat Wood. Two UM
penalty kicks ended the scoring although the referee called
back two Falcon scores and
Mark Laimbeer barely missed
a penalty kick of his own.
The wind however, caught
the ball and it dropped in front
of the crossbar.
"He hit that one," BG coach
Bill Cotton said. "I even
started to write the score in my
notebook."
BG gave a repeat performance In the second match as
scrum half BUI Miller staked

BG an early 4-0 lead. With two
tries and two conversions, however, the Wolverine ruggers
salted away another victory.
THE FALCON rookies salvaged the day's efforts with a
victory over Ohio Northern.
Scrum half Kevin Beehler
landed a 40-yard penalty kick
and prop Pat Pickett scored a
/, putting the Falcons ahead,

7Kan£t

Coach of the Year twice.
Hall, 56, announced his retirement from the position March 22
after 13 years. After succeeding
the legendary Adolph Rupp,
Hall guided Kentucky to one
NCAA championship, one NTT
championship and eight Southeastern Conference titles.

Starter Rick Langford, attempting a comeback from arm
problems, pitched the first four
innings for the A's, allowing 11
hits and seven runs in a performance which jeopordized his
chances of winning a spot on the
staff. Young Don Schulze, expected to open the season in the
Indians' starting rotation, made
his spring training record 3-0 by
allowing only three runs in
seven Innings.

by Roger Mazzarella
sports reporter

Applications available: 106
University Hall
DEADLINE: Wednesday, S p.m. April 17 y£
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FREE CABLE TV
TWO BEDROOM, 1 Vt BATH APARTMENTS
PARKING AT YOUR FRONT DOOR
THREE MINUTES TO CLASSROOMS, AD
BUILDING, STORES

* FLEXIBLE PAYMENT TERMS
* LAUNDRY IN EACH BUILDING
* OVERSIZED CLOSETS
COME SEE US TODAY!
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.
CAMPUS MANOR IS UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP &
MANAGEMENT.
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Summit with Reagan
ire questionable for Pole

Gorbachev agrees to meet Asylum sought
WASHINGTON (AP) - Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev has
"agreed in principle" to a summit meeting with President Reagan, but the time and place still
must be worked out, a senior
U.S. official said yesterday.
Two possible sites and times
are Helsinki, Finland, in August,
and the United Nations in New

York in September, the official,
who insisted on anonymity, told
The Associated Press.
It would be the first U.S.-Soviet summit since 1979, when
former President Jimmy Carter
and the late Leonid Brezhnev
signed the second Strategic
Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT
II) to reduce some kinds of nuclear weapons.

* VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G.*

TONIGHT
I^

L,

Georgia-May

Revue

REAGAN HAS frequently
criticized the Soviets' record.
The Helsinki agreement will be
marked by a 10-year anniversary observance on Aug. 1. It is
an important accord for the Soviets since it climaxed more
than a decade of effort to confirm their influence in Eastern
Europe.
Finland, as the host, has been
considering invitations to the
foreign ministers of the 35 governments that signed the
agreement.

^

Jt

This weekend • Aces I Eight
210 N. MAIN

The two sides are stockpiling
other missiles, however, and
have been unable to agree on
ways to stop their arms race. In
declaring it was "high time" for
a summit, Reagan said at his
last news conference two weeks
ago that he would try to quicken
the pace of negotiations now
being held in Geneva, Switzerland, if he met with Gorbachev.
But Reagan and the U.S. official said the agenda would range
beyond weapons to include other
issues, as well. Among them,
presumably, are human rights,
which the Soviets pledged to
improve when they and 34 other
countries, including the United
States, signed the Helsinki
agreement in the Finnish capital
in 1975.
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Free cable
We pay heat, water, trash removal
Air conditioning
Swimming pools
Garbage disposals
Wall to wall carpet
On site, full-time maintenance
Laundry facilites
CHECK US OUT

Bowling Green, OH

354-8500
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Great
Two Medium Pizzas
Two Large Pizzas
with Two Items
with Two Items
75
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* SPECIAL SUMMER RATES *

112 Mercer St.,

Expires 4/10/85 MN
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Two Bedroom/Two Bathroom
Apartments starting as low as
$10750 per month (4 person)
Why pay more when the
best is for less?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At Little Caesars,11 we call that ptnaipuia!" Out pizza

0*te* Valid with Coupon Only at participating
Little CMaiti* One Coupon Per Customer,
Not Valid with Other Otter*
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Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
Behind
1520 Clough
Wendy's

»

Stay in Lodge
Saturday night.
April 13 and 14
Cost - $20
I 2-2343 for info.

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
• Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for

pizziflfiiza!

HORSEBACK RIDING

t=3C

University
Courts
Now Leasing

is made with lOO'o natural ingredients.

BRITZ SATO because of the
difficulty of getting documents

Marmon Valley Parm.

ASK ABOUT OUR MOVC IN SPECIAL

SAT 9-12

out of Poland, all he can try to do
is convince the Immigration
Service that Chelminiak is not
lying about possible danger to
his life in Poland.
Chelminiak, 33, was a collegeeducated manager for a large
commercial farm before he left
the country. He did not belong to
Solidarity, the activist union,
but kept union forms in his desk
for his workers - one reason he
believes he cannot return.
Aloysius Mazewski, president
of the Polish National Alliance
in Chicago, said Chelminiak is
one of an estimated 20,000 Polish
nationals who emigrated to the
United States in the wake of
Solidarity turmoil. Most, like
Chelminiak, came on temporary
visas.
"They (U.S. immigration officials) fail to realize once you
have applied for political asylum you are violating the (Polish) law and can be arrested,"
Mazewski said.
CHELMINIAK FIRST applied for political asylum in December 1981. The request was
denied after 18 months when the
Immigration Service said he
didn't demonstrate his life was
in danger.
He has since become a translator with Amnesty International on behalf of a Solidarity
member jailed in Poland. That
involvement, he believes, would
further endanger him in his
homeland.
A second appeal for asylum
resulted in a letter Oielmlniak
received Saturday from Donald
Russell, district director of the
Immigration Service in Cleveland, who said he intended to
deny the request within 15 days
without further proof of prosecution.
Enclosed with Russell's letter
was another from Leon Johnson,
officer of asylum affairs for the
Bureau of Human Rights in
Washington. Johnson said, "assuming the facts are true, it is
our view the applicant has a
well-founded fear of persecution
in Poland."

Sign up now for two exciting days of
horseback riding at

Laundry facilities
Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5
* Quiet living
Saturday 10 12
* Children & pets welcome

OFFICE HOURS

TOLEDO (AP) - Czeslaw
Chfilminiak says the Solidarity
membership forms he kept in
his desk in Poland are enough to
endanger his life if he returns
there, so the agriculture manager is fighting denial of political asylum in the United States.
Meanwhile, he earns a living
frying hamburgers in a high
school lunch line.
U.S. Immigration Service officials told Chelminiak this week
that he has 15 days to prove he
would be threatened in Poland
or face a second denial of his
application for asylum.
''I don't know what I'll do
now. Maybe I will try again. I
cannot go back," says Chelminiak, who left his wife and two
sons, then ages 3 and 6, in Poland when he came to visit a
cousin here in 1961.
"He was one of those people
who loved Poland before martial <
law was imposed," says his attorney, Harland Britz. "He
came here for a visit and while
he was here martial law was
imposed and he couldn't get
back right away and the situation deteriorated."

<zn

"\

1 -2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us pay your
heat, gas cooking, water and trash pick up.
* Private entrance
HQURS:
OFFICE LOCATED * Single story
1097 Varsity East

Die opening of the annual
session of the U.N. General Assembly, meanwhile, draws foreign ministers and other senior
officials to New York. Last September, Reagan chose the session as a forum for a major
speech urging a new dialogue
with Moscow.
The president's spokesman,
Larry Speakes, told reporters
"there have been no discussions
about arrangements for a summit, no meeting set, no time set,
nothing along those lines."
Speakes added: "Nothing has
taken place now and I don't
know of any specific plans for
any meetings or arrangments."
Reagan, in an Oval Office
interview Monday with The
Washington Post, refused to discuss the contents of Gorbachev's
letter but said he was "hopeful"
that a summit could be held.
Other administration officials
were similarly tight-lipped.
"I wrote, and he (Gorbachev)
answered, and we're in negotiations, and we'll iust leave it like
that,'' the president said.
Asked yesterdav whether he
was encouraged by the letter,
Reagan said, "It's always encouraging to get a letter.''When
asked whether he had sent Gorbachev a letter in return, he
said, "I just got his."

LOCATIONS AT: Summit St, Palmer Ave. & Napoleon Rd
OFFICE AT: 400 Napoleon
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Teen-ager detained

Summit possible
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan said
Monday that Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has
responded to his invitation for a Washington
summit meeting.
In an interview with The Washington Post,
Reagan declined to discuss the contents of Gorbachev's letter but said he is "hopeful that we can
have such a meeting."
The newspaper quoted an administration official, whom it did not identify, as saying that
Gorbachev - in a letter received last week - had
endorsed "the idea of a summit" without specifying a time or place.
m

Reagan extended the summit invitation in a
letter brought to Moscow last month by Vice
President George Bush at the time of the funeral
of Gorbachev's predecessor, Konstantin Chernenko.
In the Post interview, Reagan said when asked
whether he had heard from the Kremlin on his
summit offer, "I've had a response to my letter
but I never talk about the content of communications between myself and other heads of state."
He added, "I wrote, and he (Gorbachev) answered, and we're in negotiations, and we'll just
leave it like that."
A U.S. official who closely follows U.S.-Soviet
relations told The Associated Press Monday night
he knew of no evidence to indicate that Gorbachev
had definitely agreed to a summit meeting.

District attorney
killed near home
ATHENS, Greece (AP) - A district attorney was
gunned down Monday outside his home in an
Athens suburb by two masked attackers who
escaped on a motorbike, police said.
An Athens police squad chief, Manolis Bosinakis, said prosecutor George Theofanopoulos, 50,
was shot in the head as he got out of his car.
He said two assailants wearing jeans got away
on a stolen red Honda motorbike.
A city police spokesman who declined to be
identified said the district attorney was shot two
or three times. One bullet casing was found at the
scene of the shooting.
The spokesman said Theofanopoulos was pronounced dead shortly after admission to a clinic.
Police said a previously unknown extremist
organization calling itself Anti-State Struggle
claimed responsibility for the killing in a leaflet
found at the scene of the shooting.
Theofanopoulos, who was married and had two
teen-age sons, had become a prominent public
figure while serving as a senior district attorney
in charge of criminal proceedings in Athens
between 1981 and 1963.
He was criticized in 1983 when he took charge of
the investigation into the killing of a conservative
newspaper publisher. George Athanassiades. No
arrest was made in the case.

MANCHESTER, Ohio (AP) - The Adams
County prosecutor has been asked to determine
whether charges should be filed against a teenager detained in connection with the slaying of a
neighborhood acquaintance, Sheriff Robert
Johnston said Monday.
The sheriff said his officers found the body of
James Anthony Crummie, 21, Saturday night in
the basement of the home of the teen-ager taken
into custody for questioning. Johnston declined to
identify the 17-year-old because he is a Juvenile.
The case was referred to the prosecutor's office
for the filing of charges, Johnston said. No
charges had been filed Monday, he said.
Johnston said his investigators had not established a motive for the killing. The victim was
beaten with fists during a party at the house,
which is located a block from Crummie's home,
the sheriff said.
Other youths at the party contacted the sheriff's
office, Johnston said.
James Crummie, the victim's father, said his
son and the teen-ager taken into custody had been
neighborhood friends for five years.
'It's a terrible, terrible thing. I just can't hardly
handle this," Crummie said. "I could understand
it if it was an accident or something, but to be beat
to death is just senseless. Nobody deserves this."

Rioting occurs
following deaths
UTTENHAGE, South Africa (AP). - A police
lieutenant said Monday he ordered his men to Ore
into thousands of black marchers after a woman
threw one stone, because "I believe my men and I
would definitely be overrun and killed" if he had
not.
Nineteen people were killed in the confrontation
March 21.
Lt John William Fouche testified at an inquiry
into the shooting that there was no hail of rocks
and gasoline bombs before he gave the order, as
the government initially claimed.
The hearing is expected to continue through the
week, with testimony later from black witnesses,
who have been quoted as saying there was no
provocation from the crowd that justified gunfire.
Authorities reported incidents of rioting Monday in the black townships of the eastern Cape
Province, where the shooting occurred, but no
deaths. At least 38 blacks have been killed in the
area since the day of the march.
Fouche said Louis le Grange, the white-minority
government's law and order minister, had been
incorrect in saying that his 19-man police unit was
surrounded and pelted with rocks, sticks and
gasoline bombs.
He told the judicial inquiry just one rock was
thrown before ne ordered his men to fire into the
crowd of 3,000 to 4,000 blacks approaching two
parked riot vehicles in the black township of
Langa near Uitenhage.
Fouche added, however: "I believe my men and
I would definitely be overrun and killed if I didn't
£ve the order to fire. My main reason in giving
e order to fire was to protect the lives of my men
and myself. When the woman threw the first
stone, I expected there to be more."
The blacks were marching from Langa township toward white Uitenhage en route to the black
township of Kwanobuhle for a funeral of three
people killed in earlier rioting.
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Sale questioned
WASHINGTON (AP) -"We're
paying top dollar," says Robert
Claytor, chairman of Norfolk
Southern Corp.
But as the Reagan administration's proposal to sell the
government's railroad, Conrail,
snakes through Congress, questions persist over how good a
deal Norfolk Southern is getting.
"It has all the earmarks of a
monumental giveaway,"
charges Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio. "Historians will
look back and call this the great
railroad steal of 1985."
A number of other members
of Congress have also sharply
criticized the proposed sale to
Norfolk Southern, arguing that
the Transportation Department
did not press a hard-enough bargain in Us rush to get the government out of the railroad
business.
Transportation Secretary
Elizabeth Dole vigorously rejects such criticism. She contends mat the price is fair and
stood the test of competitive
bidding; that the time is right to
sell; and that the tax benefits
provided Norfolk Southern are
only those that would be given to
any purchaser.

WHILE CONRAIL'S SALE to
Norfolk Southern is reviewed by
Congress, where it must be approved, there is still a
movement afoot to keep Conrail
independent and sell its shares
through a public offering of
stock.
The debate over the deal resumed yesterday before the Senate Judiciary Committee, where
Metzenbaum promised to pursue questions about the tax benefits that would accompany the
sale.
Under a tentative agreement
reached in February, Norfolk
Southern would pay the government $1.2 billion for its 85 percent ownership of Conrail;
provide, probably through Norfolk Southern stock, another $375
million to Conrail employees for
their 15percent interest; give up
about $2.4 billion in tax benefits
that Conrail has accrued; and
agree to restrictions aimed at
assuring Conrail's transition
from government to private
ownership goes smoothly.
But critics of the sale insist
those terms pale in comparison
with what Norfolk Southern will
reap when it obtains the 14,200mile railroad which stretches

across 15 states from New England to Missouri.
CONRAIL CHAIRMAN L.
Stanley Crane argues that Norfolk Southern will recoup its
investment and more within five
years with only a minimal initial
expense. A number of railroad
industry experts, including
some who see nothing wrong
with the deal, say Crane probably is correct
As part of the merger, Norfolk
Southern must sell some of its
lines to smaller railroads to
maintain competition, possibly
gaining as much as $80 million,
although the selling price probably will be lower.
It is making the purchase with
minimal out-of-pocket costs.
The $1.2 billion cash payment
comes from a loan which does
not require any payment on its
principal for five years. By then,
Norfolk Southern conceivably
could use Conrail's cash reserves to pay off most of the
loan, industry experts say.
Recently critics have focused
on the $3.1 billion in tax benefits
from depreciation of Conrail assets because of questions about
whether they may be used to
reduce Norfolk Southern's tax
bill.

Issue controversial

Acid rain researched
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) - Using computers to simulate
weather patterns and chemical
interactions of pollutants, researchers at the National Center
for Atmospheric Research hope
to speed up solutions to the nation s growing acid rain crisis.
The effects of acid rain, produced when pollutants like sulfur combine in the atmosphere
to form acid that poisons lakes
and streams and stunts vegetation, has been documented extensively in the Adirondacks and
elsewhere in North America.
Scandinavia has been tracking its effects since the 1940s and
Canada calls it a major environmental issue.
Canada blames U.S. emissions from the upper Midwest
for much of the damage carried
on the winds into that country,
but representatives of U.S. industries - particularly utilities
that burn high-sulfur coal to
produce power in the Midwest JM Oak, EiocuHvo Director ot the net Miss
MSU Pageant What a tltte' CorvjrMurOtlon*
on your new position You'l do on oxcoaant tob
Your Phi Mu srstets ore behind you al the w*y!
JOHN FISH
HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAY!
I LOVE YOU' KRISSY
LI Jody. Oo you Bank I need to gain weight or
■orrrtoBwVJ? Thanks-It's begutitull Lovo, U*h
LMV USA TTTTERINGTON
GET EXCITED-TOOAY'S THE DAY. IN JUST A
FEW HOURS YOU'LL KNOW WHO I AM.
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EXCITED I'M SO GLAD YOU'RE MY uTTLEH
GOOOLUCK ON THE HUNT. L t L. YOUR B*3
LIONS AND TIGERS AND BEARS. OH MY.
THE CIRCUS CAME AND WENT AND WE
MISSED THE MOST AMAZINO ACT OF ALLMARYROSE EVANS DOING HER FLYING
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Your PN Mu SWOT*
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FOR
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argue that more information is
needed before costly new regulations are adopted.
On March 6, Canada unveiled
a plan to slash the air emissions
that contribute to acid rain by 50
percent over the next nine
years. Last month, President
Reagan and Canadian Prime
Minister Brian Mulroney announced that a team of special
envoys would study the issue.
THE COMPUTER STUDY
now underway at NCAR hopes to
have the skies over the U.S. and
Canada simulated in a computer
model by 1987 and to find ways
to predict how air pollutants
spread under various weather
conditions over North America.
In its first incarnation, the
model will deal only with eastern North America, where acid
rain damage is acknowledged to
be highest. It is to be extended to
include all of Canada and the
United States. It is a $5 million
Tha Brothers ol Sigma Chi would Ike to wrah
MBra McGreevey and Brad Krtder the beat ol
luck it the* campaign tor Prondont and Vic*
"1*010011 lot U.8.O.
To Si* American Studs and Spam ol Pan 728
Dvd you spsmors know it was my birthday? I roll
wonted you lo know It was tha gr**toot birthday
•von being nothing hot dog stand ain't so bod
srtor M1 Lovo, kid
' Elect Irian Moor* •
AT-Lergs Representative
U.S.G.
April ltd
UNDEPAtRAOUATE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS
FOR PPMIOENT/VICE PRESIDENT
ANO 10 AT-LARQE REPRESENTATIVES
POLLS UNION FOYER S-5 ind LMRARY
10-18

goject, supported mainly by the
nvironmental Protection
Agency, with help from the National Science Foundation.
It is not without its critics.
Some question whether it's
practical to even attempt to
simulate the complex processes
associated with add rain. Others accuse the Reagan administration of using the NCAR
project as an excuse to postpone
action on emissions.
ENVIRONMENTALISTS
"feel enough is known now to
justify emissions reductions,"
said Chuck Epstein of the Environmental Defense Fund, which
has been active in researching
the issue. "Still, we think this
type of research is valuable."
As with any computer output,
however, the results will be only
as good as the data fed in. Regular sampling of add precipitation is going on at only about 50
stations across the United
States.

FOR INFO. ON SPACE SAVING LOFTS:
Con Th* Lot! Construction
1 Storage Service
SI 352-3114
' SPECIAL DISCCUNTS are being
ohorod tor Spring ragn-up* tor fat
dolvory ol opt. and dorm torts.

Is moving lorn, couches, trtdgo*. etc
A REAL INCONVrENCE S HASSLE?
BUaMBTR STORAGE WITH FREE PICK-UP
S DELIVERY IS YOUR SIMPLE SOLUTION
For Into, on ratos 8 scheduling
pkA-upa. can Tho Lott Construction
1 Storage Sorvtco - 1S2-1SM

VATANS IMPORTS ANO GIFTS
"FOR THE PERFECT OIFT
109 N. MAIN
MROO,

Happy 21st and number 2! I'm looking lorward
to many mor* greet trmos together I love you.
Aash*
VOTE
DAVC DEAN
USQ REP AT LARGE
VOTE FOR EXPERIENCE
Ekset
KeByPrtos
U-S.G. AHargo Rapissanlgll.i

SI tSBreaklosI
Bacon or Sausage. 2 Eggs.toeat.oofloo
Mon-Fn 9om 1 pm wtth rhra sd
Exp.es May 3 1886
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E Woostor

WANTED
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USG ELECTIONS
•••VOTETOOAY'"
USG ELECTIONS
•"VOTETOOAV"
••VOTE"'VOTE,,,VOTE"
GET OUT AND VOTE TODAY FOR
JASON CRONK WRIGHT
FOR USQ REP-AT-LAROE
VOTE FOR EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP
BOB WADE « JEFF METZQER
FOR
USQ PRESIOENT/VICE PRESIDENT
VOTE ON APPJL 3-UlwON FOYER-LIBRARY
SLIVEa^UaM

TOJSNMTi
NO COVER
OUUNST.
• LIVE SANDS
TOtSOMTI
NO COVER
MAJMST.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from St
|U ropor). Also dasnouant tan property CM 1806-067-8000 E«t GH-9849 lot v>torma»on

F. rent* own room S bam. tree utftosa (except
erect I phono) Laundry. »/c. pool Start May
16 Col Jut* or Jocko 353-0865
WANTED: Two tomato rrxrrrrrnotoo to soars
apartment tor summer Only two brock* oil
cornpus. hot bokwiy and AC Col Kothy O or
Lrso 364-8948
2 Roommolss needed lor
oportmont on 2nd ond Hgh
Col Brorrno 364-8868

in3-poroon
ront

W*rrt*d one remote to shore opt tor surnmor:
own room. Col Loot* 364-8820
fkxrmniats nssdsrj tor SpdncySummer
Apt Comer ol S Coasgo > Nopotson.
near dnve-rhru nisoonoBIs Cat Qon
or Demon 354-8141
Noodod Two tenure roommotos tor 86-88
school year. Furnrohod aporrmonl. doe* lo
oompu*. For more mto. col Andr M 354-8114
Fomatt rowwvatoo noodod lor summer Apt
don to campus Cel 354-7844, ssk lor
Sham
Need 1 F. rmmt to sublet moo opt very dose
lo campus ond cheap' 353-8108

60% OFF ALL CONVERSE SHOES
{wether mesh, logging turf)
LOCKER ROOM- 108 N MOW

HELP WANTED

60% OFF AU SOFTBALL
AND BASEBALL Er^JtPMENT
Looker Room 109 N Morn

'lailim Job*: For Into send S.AS.E to
Alaskan Job*. Box 40235. Tucson. AZ
85717.

ANYONE WHO TOOK PCTURES AT DO
ANCHOR SPLASH SWIM MEET PLEASE CONTACT RANDY FOR POSSIBLE PUBLICATION
IN NEWSPAPER 364-7614.

CAMBERP1ATE KEEPER- Seasonal, atBrno poomon open ot Portage Quarry tor response*! ndMduel wan strong moth ska*
Moot be prr/*ic**y actrvs and ■vtfsM ovorwig* and WOOkonds Apply •> person „ 121 j
Mom. Bowing Oroon

LOW WEIGHT NOW
WK.L AU NATURAL HEALTH AMD
NUTRITION PROOUCTS LOSE 10-2S lbs. PER
•tONTH. 1BS% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
ASK Ml HOW. CALL 1SV0141

Contlnutrd on pag« 10...

Classifieds
Continued from page 9
LooUng lor bartenders, cooka. nil
, and
barman* Mual Da ovar 21 yaara OH) Plata*
■and Raaumaand phone number lo Port Hoe)
naWauwil. Lakeehore Rd.. Keay* laand. OH
43438
MOTHERS HELPER WANTED tor Now York
Cty ana. 19 yaara a mual drive, non-emoker
Storl In May/June tor 6 monthe- 1 yaar.
Opportunity lo travel with lam*, to England
Experience and ralarancaa neceeaery Wrl»
Marana Van. 11 Garden Ruga. Chappaqua.
NY. 10514
rtograaal.a oompany aaaung embnout n*
vtdual tor summer employment. Exceeenl experlanoa tor ma bualnaaa trended rvjMdue)
pureung a buaavjoe dagraa. Wl involve tha
coordination of ouOngi and tpacial events
MMmum ot two yarn ol undergraduate efcidy
and Itedxe hours a muM. Sand paraonal
IntormaBon or raauma to. Qaauga Laka Pereonnal Dapt. 1060 Aurora Rd. Aurura. OH
44202
"Summar Joba In Aleak* PubacaHon S3 00
AJaaU Employment Marketing p O 8o< 39
Suee 22 Junaau. Alaaka 99802
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GOVERNMENT JOBS $1S.000$5O.000/yr
poaatHa Al oocupMtona How to Find
CH 1-805-887-8000 Eil R 9849
RADIO BROADCASTER
WILL THAW
Hiring Now1 Cat 1-471-1440
J06 Exchange Smel la.

ENGINEERS
Entry level or experienced
Cal ua today al 1 471-1440
Job Exchange Smallaa
COMMUNICATIONS CLERK
ENTRY LEVEL
Cal ua today al 1-471 1440
Job Excreno* Smal laa

YOU NEED TO CALL ME f:
you naad to toaa weight;
you naad to gain weight;
you naad to makiloji your walght.
you naad to aam money:
your data achaduta'a too erratic
ALL OF THE ABOVE 4194238495

Mill MAKE MONEY NOW Mill
Oat control ol your weight arid make
money at tha same tkne A tow
opportunlkae exist tor aomaona on
campue with the nation* laataat saang
herbal nutnaone) produda Gel
abated now by caBng 419-423 8496
DON'T WAIT UNTIL SUMMER.
MAKE MONEY NOW"
Work whan you can. bee weight what you
aam. Nation* taeteat aaang herbal
rxArajonal producta Guaranteed
produda. untamed poUnHeH Cal
now tor InearmeSon 423-8496

The 80 NawarMudarrl Publications It now
ir.ceo.ng applications tor the 1S8S-M
•chool year tor key".n*/past*-up poahione.
Oat Kane* on eipertence In production.
Apply al Maxtor* Employment. 480 Student
toy. Limited number ol poerttone

UFMUARD* WANTED- Ful and part-erne
work avaMXe at Portage Quarry MUST BRBMG
RED CROSS CERTIFICATION CARD and apply
in paraonal 121 8 Mam, Bowing Green

ieamalUai tate'inti needed tor $ammer
COOP In Soreaoto. Florida Eioerlent opportunity tor experience aa a reporter or Iree
toaea toeture writer, juntora or earner* pre<WTMf~Ce>H CO-OP OfflaOaV (Of 'nWo*nwtlOA.
37H4S1.

Reoponotxe, oaring eemor or grad. etudent
(lemaH) to rve with atari, ektorry woman FOR
85-88 SCHOOL YEAR Room, panel board,
■ma] alpand in exchange tor mirvmel duBea
PWaaant aujeaiariudeSona rxmvanlenl to oampua Pel 382-7943 aller 8 p m.

Ctodnnetl Una llttlej CIW meters tor
auraraer Coop. Pay la U.tOrnr. to elan. Mop
by Ha Coop Oftlca, Room 222 Admin.
a**da»g or ca» 1TM4I1.

FOR SALE

General omce help Raqukaa good organtfattonal ana*, typing. rang Five to eight hour* par
weak Cal 354-1688

Tied ol Hie lounge T V 7 10 tidi BVW tor aalel
Parted conrjaon $40 or beet oner Moving,
Mual en. Cat Kan 354-8851
rONG SIZE oak weterbed
Moving Sato
Cal 1-699-3481
1978 PoreJac Tram Am 89,000
SI 6,00 or beat ortor CH2-8420

meaa

BEER CLOCKS t LIGHTS
FOR SALE
CALL 2-3187
Sen Carte* queen weterbed Eat), head brd .
oaOded aide re*, comae complete w/heeter 2
sale ol sheets $320.00 354-8482

1983 Honda Magna V-85. eaoal concWon
Actual 7,000 meee Daytime cal 352-8509
Evening* cal 352-5458

fJuMaaeHg Apartment tor Summer 2 bedroom.
ejnlehed. Colanveme otter 5 p.m. 364-7797
"ii'Mllli toeeee evaeablo tor efficiency ept>
|Fe» $2«5/mo ndudes TV » Cable. Al ua..
ruly km. 384-3182 11-4

WOMAN-8 SIZE 8 FULL LENGTH LEATHER
COAT, $40; SIZE 8 ORkSNAL 1940 S ZIPPER
BLOUSE, $15: ANTIQUE BRM HAT. $16;
ANTIQUE 18K GOLD AND RUBY PIERCED
EARRINGS. $160: HAMILTON-BEACH
BLENDER. $17. BLUE TEA KETTL. $4. CALL
PAT 362-0808, EVEN—OS.

Apartment*. Houeee. Oupkuee
Cal 364-2280 or 362-8663
John Newiovo Real Eatal*
319 E Woostor

1884 Here, great akape, $9.890 IM>«$7$

FOR RENT
ATTENTION STUDENTS
3 bdrm, rum home tor aummar rental $600
entire period Cal Batty Baker 362-9110
eHor4.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$120
per peraon per rrxwh-unrum -4 pereon apt
$134
per peraon per month-rum 4 pereon apt
Next to Sam B* Real (acroae Irom Itorahmenl
FREE LOCK-OUT KEY SERV1CE-24 hre/dey
FREE HEAT $ CABLE TV
Convenient to SRC. Library t Music BMg
Next to leetoursnts, book itore. laundry met,
bark I carry-out. Cal Tom at 362-1800 eve
8 akenda. or 362-4873 Mon.-Frl. In AM
Ouptox 702 E. Wocetar 362-4380
Houea tor rani tor aummar Ported location
aoroea lie as eel from Rodgera Quad 4 grte
needed. Very rssaoneMi Cal at mght 3548181
Need Fe t Male atudanta to » houeee * apu
Aveeeble now Near oampua Ph 362-7386
SUMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BEDROOMS
Acroae from Herahmen Dorm
Cal Tom at 362-1800 eve. $ wkende
or 352-4873 Mon.-Frl. In AM
TALL RENTALS:
^ACl
bto r
only) end 2 Mt (ewmmer andror next year)
Cal$$2-4*M
Summer Leeeee Now A<
Ftoxtna laaalng. pool. AC . I bedroom, $180
par monSi; 2 bedroom, $210per month Cal
364-3633, 12-5
Furrxehed room tor Rent. 1/2 block from
oampua. PreOtoet part ol town. Ideal tor the
non-tradnonal student Unheraay Lane-acroea
torn tie Wtrdmf, Cal 1 599-3481.
1 bedroom, rum apt tor rent Free heat, weter
and aewage Ctoee to campue Cal 372-8148
or 352-6820
APARTMENT FOR RENT Summer term, 2
bdrm apt on comer ol 5Bi and High St., Price
negotiable. Cal 354 8081 Clean, lumkthed «
new carpeting
HOUSE lor aummar. 4th and S Coteg*.
Microwave, cathwaaher. waaher S dryer. $ air.
cond Fa* eve oomlortabry $300/peraon. Cal
354-7933 lor Into

«0

DAVY

£? JONES
LOCKER
"Com downtown and see
us for al of your Easter pet
needs"
Bonnies-Chicks-Fish-etc.
178 S. MAIN 354-1885

2 bdrm. duplex $30O-3607mo pej* uM. Pretor
young couple - 2 chad welcome No peta 3641864
Need deepeieielr pereon or peraona to laka
over unkan 2 bdrm apt the summer Low
rent, al ua pd. except etoc Free cable «
nwvto channel 364-1648 anyone
Prtvale apt. aval. Aug 1 -turn 1 garage Ph
363-3866
3 bdrm. rum. houea. 1 bet. carnpu* Summer &
Fel rentol 9 or 12 mo Meaa Ph 353-3855
HOUSE FOR RENT
SUMMER ONLY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
SUMMER RATES
WASHER $ DRYER
CALL 363-1731 AFTER 8:30 P M
Houeee $ Aptt tor 1985 86 ecruol yaer
SllellHiuuu* ninke* 362-9467 btwn 124pm ot 362-8917 alter 8 00pm
DELUXE 2 bedroom apt
Ctoaa to oampua

Cal 352-7454
I bedroom apt.
6 btooka from campue' 12 mo.
Oal S62-74S4
2 bedroom apartment*
Cal 352-7454
Summer Rentals al specie) rates lor HOUSES
ROOMS - APT8. Phone 362-7386
anytime
2 bdrm epta tor 3 or 4 atudanta 2 aemeeter Indrvkkaa toaaea Near oampua Phone 3627386
2 bdrm. top ha*
Aval May-12 mo
8992

1/2 bet. from campue
aaa. $380/mo 352-

1 bdrm. epta In older home. oJet neighbor.
hood Very nrce-2 wrveplac*. Aval, tor May
8 Auguet. 362-8998
THURSTrN APARTMENTS
AB (X)r«fTlC«wNG. FUUY CARPETED. CABLEVtStON. EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACIUTKS NOW LEAStvQ FOR SUMMER $ FALL
451 THURSTW AVE 352-5436
2 bedroom epta. avaeeble Dele 362-4360

ROCKLEOGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm.. rum. apt.
rJerxaaohor. extre atorega
Comer ol 8. Coeege $ Steti
Cal 352-3841 12-4 or 364-2280
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Summer rooms tor rent Completely kjrntehed.
Ctoee lo carnpu. Cal Joe at 362-3429
Two bedroom apartments tor aummar. 352

MM

HOUBE8 AND APARTMCNTS Cloae to Cam-

PUT A LITTLE FLORIDA SUNSHINE
IN YOUR LIFE.

&*4*

• Win up to 175.00 in gift certificates from the University
Bookstore.
• Receive a game ticket with
each 10 oz. or larger O.J.
purchased.
• Play at all five Dining Halls
McDonald, Kreischer,
Harshman, Commons, Founders.
• IT'S not just for breakfast
anymore.
• Look for details on display
at all Dining Halls

begins April 3rd, ends April 26th, drawing April 30th

